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East and South-East Asia 





   1. The « Minggei » Arts and Crafts 
Movement and Art nouveau in 
Japan  during the Meiji (1868-
1912) and Taisho (1912-1926) 
periods 



2. Japan and the European ceramic 
tile (Beg. XXth) 



3. Japan as a promoter of European 
tiles  



4. Japanese tile companies  and  
export activities 





5. Tiles as a substitution for 
traditional decorations  



Chinese temple in Cholon (Vietnam) 



Cholon 



Chinese temple in Cholon 





Quemoy 



Jinmen (Quemoy) traditional house 



Jinmen « colonial » style house 



Tiles and traditional decorations 







6. Description of the Japanese tile 
called « Victorian tile » or « 

Majolica » 



Fruit motive in composition 



Flower motive 



Flower and geometric motives 



 Compositions 
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Conclusion 

Japanese tiles illustrate commercial links and 
cultural encounter of artistic traditions 
between East and West one hundred years 
ago. They are a precious but also endangered 
heritage. 
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